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Prevas expanding in Sweden
Prevas is continuing to invest in Linköping, Sweden, by expanding its existing operations
to include services within industrial IT. At the same time, Prevas is opening an office in
Kalmar, making it the 15th in Sweden.
Prevas is a leader within product development and embedded systems in Linköping, and has offered
companies in the region services within the fields since 1996. A natural and strategic step is now to offer
services within industrial IT to enterprises in the region. The new Prevas office in Kalmar will be located at
Kalmar Science Park, and is included in the Linköping office's operations.
"The offices in Linköping and Kalmar constitute an important strategic aspect of our regional venture. They
allow us to offer locally based expertise and support to our key customers," says Robert Majanen, Business
Unit Manager at Prevas.
The potential found in the Linköping and Kalmar regions is vast, and there are several industrial customers
that can streamline their production by taking advantage of Prevas' offering within production control
systems, production monitoring, reporting and automation. Operations in Linköping will consist of 6
employees from the start, with the aim of growing to over 20 employees within a 3-year period.
"This is a good complement to our current operations within product development, which includes around
60 employees, and we are counting on a great many synergy effects," says Anders Malmby, Business Unit
Manager at Prevas.
"Our office in Linköping recently relocated to attractive premises, right in the middle of Linköping. Being
able to offer services on site within our business areas is of interest and very important to our customers,"
says Mats Åström, Deputy CEO at Prevas.
Swedish industry is faced with major challenges. No matter what businesses do, there is generally another
player somewhere else in the world prepared to do the same thing, both quicker and less expensively. To
survive and grow, companies are constantly forced to develop new and smarter products and production
methods. Or to get help with the task. We do everything we can to find effective solutions for our
customers. If we can contribute to increasing their level of competitiveness, we have achieved our goal – to
create sustainable growth.
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About Prevas
Prevas was founded in 1985 and is currently the Nordic leader in embedded systems and industrial IT. We are the
main supplier and innovative development partner to leading companies in industries such as life science,
telecommunications, vehicle, defense, energy and engineering. Prevas' core operation is to develop intelligence in
products and industrial systems for world-leading companies. Prevas’ solutions are renowned for innovation, quality
assurance and reliable delivery. Offices are located in Sweden, Denmark, Norway, the United Arab Emirates and India.
The company has just over 500 employees. Prevas has been listed on the NASDAQ OMX Nordic Exchange in
Stockholm since 1998. For more information, please visit www.prevas.com.

